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First
COHORT

Advisory and accompaniment
services from the beginning till the
end of the gift-giving process. That
will help male partner enhance
communication with their
significant other.



Problem

spend around 600 dhs
to buy the wrong* gift
to their significant other.
They have told us this is
due to lack of ideas and
uncertainty.

* doesn’t meet the expectation of the gift-receiver

7 in 10 men 



30 years old
Graphic Designer
Casablanca
likes Music and Cinema
Loves his partner

ALI



Ali likes to surprise his partner
He offers her gifts to express his love
He generally struggles to find a gift
his partner might appreciate
Sometimes he fails in his choice 



Solution
Giftlab is a website that helps you find the
perfect gift in less time and better price. Not
only, we also accompany you to find the most
uncommun way to offer your gift to your
special ones.



Advisory Targeted
gifts

Packaging Gift-giving
ideas

4 levels of 14 levels of 14 levels of 1
solutionsolutionsolution



Premium: More specific
questions will be asked to
detect the interests of the
partner and offer an exclusive
list of limited choices (service
payable per use)

Basic: No more than 10
standard questions asked
to the customer to guide his
purchase (service free of
charge)

1- The advisory1- The advisory1- The advisory   



2- The gift2- The gift2- The gift

Collaborations with the
gifts provider will help
reduce/eliminate the
storage costs.
GIFTLAB own products
will be on demand, for
customized gifts only at a
first time. 

As a result of the
advirsory part, a list of
targeted gifts will appear
to the customer from
which he will choose the
ideal one.



The customer can choose a simple
packaging for his gift or a
customized one
He can add flowers, chocolate,
pictures and/or a message that
might go with the gift. (it is a paid-for
service)

3- The packaging3- The packaging3- The packaging



 A service that takes in
charge the whole process
of gift-giving is available
depending on customers'
need. (Dinner/Hotel
reservation, Surprise
making, shipping...)

4- The gift-giving4- The gift-giving4- The gift-giving

 A informative section on
the website with creative
ideas to surprise the gift
receiver (service accessible
to everyone, no registration
is required)

 For customers who have
bought the gift from the
website, a selection of ideas
will be offered to them
depending on their gift

Tips and tr
icks

Tips and tr
icks

Tailored id
easTailored id
eas

All in oneAll in one



3 04 8 3 5
Casablanca 24-40 y.o

EMPLOYED MEN

Market size



* https://lematin.ma/journal/2020/marocains-plus-plus-enclins-acheter-ligne/346855.html



Insights

75% customer segment
were looking for original
gifts but couldn’t find

 
65%

 
35%

 
70%

 
30%

 
75%

 
25%

70% of the CS need help
before buying the gifts
especially for women

65% of the CS affirm that
the packaging is very
important but it’s hard to
find creative ones

* Based on 150 answers from the questionnaire and 25 interviews



Revenue
Streams

•Profit from the packaging 

•Profit from the advisory part
of the solution

•Sales Commission 
from other companies’ products
and GIFTLAB's products



look for creative moroccan
small businesses that offer
original gifts.
Talk to them for future
collaboration
Work on social media accounts
and create the website



Master degree in Accounting Audit and Control,
Got involved in this Field in high school.
I gained experience from research and gift making
and giving

Meryem Rajoum - Founder

rajoumeryem@gmail.com

(+212) 625-138-538

Thank you 


